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Kendall Jenner was given 
an infrared sauna for her 
birthday by her sisters, 
Victoria Secret supermodel 
Shanina Shaik, Lady Gaga 
and Gwyneth Paltrow and 

many more celebs champion the treatment 
– so I jumped at the opportunity to try it out 
for myself at Natural Health NI, Holywood.

I have tried treatments that utilise heat 
for health purposes in the past, such as hot 
stone massage, heat packs and therapeutic 
ultrasound for muscle pain, but this was 
my first time to try an infrared sauna and, 
as Sal Hanvey explained, the benefits are 
numerous:

“An Infrared sauna is seven times more 
detoxifying than a traditional Finnish 
sauna,” Sal said. “You are estimated to sweat 
out 600 calories on average per 30-minute 
session. It has been known to help speed 
up metabolism and boosts detoxification. 
Other health benefits include boosting 
the immune system, easing joint pain and 
muscle pain relief.”

The infrared sauna looked like any other 
wooden sauna, but the difference between 
the two lies within its walls; instead of 
reaching high temperatures with traditional 
heat using hot rocks or steam, it warms the 
body from the inside using infrared light 
– basically, the cells absorb light energy 
and you start to feel very hot. The resulting 
sweating process is said to rid the body of 

toxins, a lot more efficiently than traditional 
Finnish saunas. 

Prior to the session, I was provided with 
fresh towels, water for afterwards, and a 
selection of tunes to listen to during the 
20-minute therapy.

I took a seat inside the private sauna, 
approximately five minutes later I could feel 
my body starting to heat up, a few minutes 
later and I was literally dripping in sweat. 
I felt utterly relaxed with nothing to do 
except sit, and I loved feeling so warm and 
cosy especially as it was a particularly cold 
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The cost of a 20-minute infrared sauna 
session with Natural Health NI is £??.  
To book call: 07801 476048 or email:  
sal@naturalhealthni.co.uk.

January day.
When my time was up a buzzer sounded 

and I had a shower in the candlelit 
bathroom. I emerged feeling energised with 
glowing skin. That night I slept like a  
baby. 
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